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GUIDS, Resins, and Balsams. @one.eponllence. 

Garnets and Peridots. 

In the following few notes on several of the better 
known gums and resins, I have adopted no systematic 
arrangement. Neither have I said all I should have 

To the Editor of the Scientific American: liked to have said concerning them. But as it was not 
Being intere�ted in an article by G. F. Kunz, in your consistent with the room at my disposal to mention all 

issue of July 11, H191, entitled" Gems of the United their various uses, I have suppressed the minor pro
States," I will say that I spent three years in the vici- perties and given in as few words as possible the more 
nity of the" garnets and peridots" mentionl'd in that interesting features. 
article, and aUl very familiar with the particular place I have endeavored to give the name of the plant pro-
where they are found abundantly. ducing each variety, together with its uses, native 

I think that the author is misinformed in regard to country and other interesting items. 
the finding of them. He says, .. they are collected The distinctions between gums, resins, and balsams 
from ant hills and scorpion nl'sts by Indians," etc. may he briefly tabulated as follows: 
Only the very smallest are so gathered, from the size Resins are the inspissated or thickened juices of 
of a pin head to about the size of a rape seed, which plants. They are generally mixed with an essential 
are so thick and plentiful that they can be scooped up oil, are insoluble in water, but are soluble enough in 
with the hands as a person would scoop up water using either alcohol or the essential oils. Their general cha
both hands. racters are inflammability and fusibility. Their ulti-

The larger ones are gathered after the rains, when mate components are carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen. 
they seem to come to the surface. (Jums are soluble in water, but are insoluble in alco-

I have an opal in Illy possession found at the saIlle hoI. 
place which I consider a stone of much value. Balsams or gum resins contain a quantity of gum, 

EDWARD F. EASTMAN. are;partly soluble in water, partly so in alcohol, or in 
Park City, Summit Co., Utah. other words, they take both alcohol and water to per-
P. 8.-1 once �ent a large bottle (through a Prof. fectly dissolve them. 

Bibikov) to New York City, for which my share (one- GUJn arabic is produced by several species of acacia. 
half) of the receipts was $8. It is quite soluble in water, but in alcohol, et.her, and 

• , • , .. oils it is insoluble. It forms an acid !;olution, as perma-
.Tet Propulsion. late of lime is present. Several of the metallic oxides 

To the Editor of the Scientific American: combine with it. It is very nutritious, 80 much so that 
The suggestion of Mr. W. H. Wetherill, in your issue the Arabs who gather it nearly live upon it during 

of the 11 th inst., that possibly the thrusts from a jet harvest time. We import it from the Levant, Bar
pipe intermittently worked might produce greater bary, Senegal, Cape of Good Hope, India, Cairo, etc. 
propulsion results than the constant jet, is, I think, a Gum senegal, the product of Acacia senegal. This is 
step backward instead of forward. It has been the aim the best kind of Arabian gUUl. It is much more clear 
of the friends of hydraulic propulsion to produce a than gum arabic, sometimes entirely white, in drops as 
powerful, medium, and constant jet; powerful, in that large as a pigeon's egg. Its principal use is in the 
it would strike the water of flotation with such force manufacture of Bilks, muslins, crapes, etc., to give 
as t.o impart to it the resistance of a stone wall; me- them the requisite amount of stiffness and glaze. It is 
dium (nozzles 12 inches in diameter for a Cunarder 500 also mixed with the colors in calico printing to give 
feet in length), so that an excessively large quantity of them solidity. 
water will not be carried in the vessel, also presenting (Jum tragacanth or gum dragon. This is obtained 
orifices of a size that will not impair the strength of the from Astl'alagus tl'agacantha. In appearance it reo 
huB; constant, ou the principle of the screw propeller, sembles twisted ribbons, of a brownish white color, 
which has a continuous thrust; no starting and stop- opaque and rather ductile. When pulverized in a 
�)ing, which create great waste of power. mortar it is of a white color. The operation of pulver-

There is no danger of boring a hole in the water with izing is a difficult one, and should be performed in a 
a constant jet alld a practical size nozzle, as the pro- hot mortar, the gum having been previously heated to 
pelling jet is constantly encountering a new quantity 212° Fahr. This gum has a remarkable power of con
of the resisting element with a greater dirl'ctness and sistence, a small piece swelling up to many times its 
power than that of the screw. In short, it is no more own size. It has not, however, such a strong power 
practical to have intermittent jets than to have inter- of adhesiveness as gum arabic, but if equal parts of 
mittent screw propeBers. JOHN W. HAHN. the two be mixed together it forms a nice white gum, 

Newton, Mass., July 14, 1891. very suitable for fastening plants to paper, and other 
• • • , .. natural history work. The tree is itself a native of 

Friction of Belts on Pulleys, Etc. Crete. 
To the Editor of the Scientific American: GUJn sandarach. The product of Callitl'is quadri-

Will some one please give us the reaS�)ll for the differ- 'l)alvis is a native of Barbary. This gum is chiefly 
ence between the friction of a plane surface and that used in the manufacture of varnishes, for which it is 
of a belt on its pulley? peculiarly adapted. The Turks employ the wood in 

According to the established laws of friction, condi- the construction of their mosques, it being very tough 
tions of surface being equal, it is increase of weight and possessing great lasting qualities. Importation 
rather than surface contact that increases friction. about fifteen t.ons per annum. 
This applies to plane surface, but not belt friction. We Barbary gum, a very dark looking kind produced by 
know from practical experience with belt machinery the Acacia gummifel'a. In the manufacture of loz
that increased arc of contact without increased tension enges and confectionery it has valuable qualities. It 
increases friction. calls for no special comment. We import it from the 

The reason for this difference between plane surface Morocco coast. 

Northern Africa. To obtain the resin the bark is cut 
transver8ely, after which thil mastic exudes in sIllall 
drops and either hard<;!ns on the bark or falls to the 
ground; that which falls to the ground is' the inferior 
quality. It has a fragrant smell, and is much used by 
the Turkish ladies in their toilet. A fine varnish is 
made from it. Dentists also use it for stopping hollow 
teeth. About ten or twelve tons are imported annu· 
ally, mostly from the Levant. 

(Jilm' darnmar,. this is a light colored substance 
which is obtained from the Pinus dam mara, native 
in India, from whence it is exported. It is very use
ful iIP making varnishes, especially photographic. It 
is soluble in b�nzole, only partly 1'0 in alcohol, and iii 
used sometimes as a substitute for Canada balsam. 

(Jum gamboge, a product of H edradendron gam
bogioides, native on the Malabar coast and in Ceylon. 
It is a gum resin, and is obtained by puncturing the 
barkof the tree when the flowers begin to appear. 
We know it best by its appearance in amorphous 
masses, but it also takes the form of hollow rolls and 
solid cylinders. The best hollow rolls come from 
Siam. From this gum the beautiful yellow color of 
gamboge is manufactured. 

(Jutta percha, the inspissated juice of Isonandra 
gutta. When freshly gathered it is rough, dry, slightly 
soluble and very inflammable. To render it fit for use 
it is immersed iu boiling water: this softens it and 
makes it capable of being moulded into any shape, 
which it retains when cold. 

The juice is found between the bark and the wood. 
Its uses are too numerous to !;pecify, Illany being too 
well known. 

Caoutchouc, India rubber, is the product of many 
euphorbiaceous plants. We get most of it from the 
Brazils and Central A III e rica. In Brazil it is obtained 
from the Siphonia elastica, which grows to a height 
of between fifty to sixty feet, and in Central America 
it is obtained from Castilloa elastica. Most of that 
we now usl' comes from Central America, where the 
juice is simply colll'cted into cups, from incisions made 
in the bark. To coagulate the milky juice and con· 
vert it into rubber fit for exportation, the juice of a 
vine called" achuca" is mixed with it, and so powerful 
is its action that five or six minutes is sufficient to 
produce coagulation. The Brazilian method slightly 
differs. The juice is first collected in clay howls, it is 
then smeared over various shaperl moulds, made also 
in clay and taking the form of bottles, halls, spindles, 
etc, Successive coats are laid on, each one having 
previously been allowed to thoroughly dry, either in 
the Bun or in the smoke of a fire, which blackens it. 
When a sufficient thickness is obtained, the clay is 
washed out,leaving the India rubber ready for exporta
tion. 'I'he trees yield twenty or thirty gallolls of juice, 
and when we consider that each gallon wiI1 produce 
two pounds of market India rubber, the harvest is not 
so bad. Other trees producing caoutchouc are Siphonia 
brasiliensis, S. lutea, and S. b1'evJjolia .. 

Dextrine, British r'um, torrified starch . To produce 
this !�um, starch is ',eated until vapor rises; by this 
procedure the starch becomes soluble both in cold and 
hot water, and all its gelatinom character disappears. 
It can also he made by moistening 1,000 parts of dry 
starch with very dilute nitric acid. It is formed in 
small blocks and dried in the open air, afterward 
being placed in an oven heated to 152°. After this 
they are pulverized and again dried by heat. In color 
dextrine is pale yellow, insOluble in alcohol. Illore 

and belt friction does not appear to be well understood, Gwn gedda, an 
if known at all. I have been pumping the scientific Reddish color. 

inferior quality of the foregoil.g. flexible and not so brittle when dry as gum. Dextrine 

world some time for the reason, and without success- Canada balsam. This is supplied by the Abies bal-
have been told there has never been any given. saJnifera. It is contained in blisters in the bark. The 

Chetopa, Kansas. J. A. LOUGH. blisters are punctured, and the balsam is collected as 
[The laws of friction apply to belts as well as to it exudes. This is a most useful su bstance, being in 

plane surfaces, only that we do not interpret them great demand in a number of manufactures, etc. It is 
according to the facts as they are, and not as we care- used in cementing lenses together. In microscopy 
lessly see them. comment is needless, but besides being an excellent 

A flat surface contact may be increased without add- preservative, it gives great transparency to the object. 
ing to the gross weight on the whole surface, and the We import nearly all of it from America. 
friction may not vary. With a belt, every inch that it (Juaiacum, This resin exudes froUl the (Juaiacnm 
is wrapped on the circumference of a pulley adds an officinale, a native of Jamaica and the surrounding 
increment to the frictional weight. The law of the islands. A pil'ce of paper treated with tincture of 
composition of forces fairly demonstrates the belt lap guaiacum takes on a green tint under the violet rays, 
question, and may be illustrated thus: A belt lapping when exposed to the prismatic spectrum, through oxi
one-quarter around a puBey with one hundred pounds dation. Red rays destroy the color. Solubility, 90 
tension each way will have a total pressure on the per cent in absolute alcohol. LignuIU vital, the hard
pulley by the formula for the resolution of forces of est and heaviest wood known, and which sinks on 
141 pounds. If the belt laps on one-third of the pul- being placed in water, is the timber of this tree. 
ley, by the same formula it will have a total pressure Copal. This is the product of several leguminous 
of 174 pounds; and if it laps on one-half of the pulley, plants in Africa, East Indies, South America, and 
it will have the total pressure of 200 pounds. In this Australia. It is generally seen in large angular lUmps, 
way, if continued for more than one-half of the circum- often as large as a hen's egg, of a bright yellow color, 
ference of the pulley, the pressure will be proportion- and very transparent. The African variety is of a 
ally increased. darker color, and not so transparent, its surface ap-

Therefore we may safely infer from the facts that pears dusty. The Australian is the largest. That 
the law of friction is correct; but its application can- from the East Indies is the product 0; HymenrEa COUT
not be applied to elastic bodies drawn over cylindrical baril. In lumps sometimes nearly square and gener-
surfaces by its broadest terms.-EDI'£OR.] ally covered all over with slight indentations. It is 

• '. • known as gum ani me. Chiefly used for fine varnishes. 
li'OR a good solution for removing the blue from steel j (JuJn mastic, the product of Pistacia lentiscus. In 

so as to leave as clean as before coloring, try acetic small ovoid and round tears about the size of a pea and 
acid, or solution of chloride of tin (stannons chloride). rather .ilattened. The tree is a native of Ohio and 
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and starch have the same chemical composition, C.Hlo 
0.. The gum on the back of postage stamps is dex
trine. 

Turpentine. This valuable fluid is the. product 01 
several trees, principally Pinus palustris and P. trEda. 
Most of it comes from the United States, generally in 
large barrels, of the consistence of treacle or honey. 
The oil is obtained by distillation and the remainder 
is the common resin, sometimes called rosin, which is 
applied to a variety of uses. There are several 
kinds of turpentine, viz., Venice turpentine, procured 
from the Abies larix, Strasburg, from Abies pectinata, 
Bordeaux turpentine, from the Pinus pinaster, and 
Chio turps, from the Pistacia. terebinthis. 

(Jum thus or frankincell8e, an odoriferous product of 
the Boswdlia serrata. It is of slight use except for its 
odor, which the Roman Catholics turn to account in 
their churches. Employed also by the ancient priests 
of Egypt, its odor destroying the foul emanations from 
the sacrifices. It is imported from India and some· 
times the Levant. 

AsafrEtida (NartheX asafrEtida). This flows from in· 
cisions made in the root of the tree. In color it it! 
milky white, but after it has been d ried it takl's on a 
pinkish tint and is curiously mottled. It has a most 
unpleasant odor. Afghanistan and Persia is the home 
of the tree. It is used medicinally as an anti-spas
modic in cases of asthma.-H. Durrant, Hardwicke's 
Science-(Jossi p. 

.. .. � .. 

ZINC expands up to the melting point. A bar of ham. 
JDered zinc 6 in. long will expand one one-hundredtlt 
of an inch in raising the tem>;>er.a.ture 1000 Fah. 
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